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Banking
Lexmark combines industry insight with leading technologies 
and a global presence to help banking institutions 
worldwide dramatically improve the customer experience 
and greatly reduce operating costs, thus driving increased 
competitiveness, growth and profitability. We accomplish this 
by providing an essential link that connects customers to bank 
processes, making information available exactly when and 
where it’s needed.

} Eight of the top ten global banks are Lexmark customers

} Over 40,000 banking locations worldwide rely on 
Lexmark technology, solutions and services

K-12 Education
Lexmark has worked closely with school 
districts for more than 20 years to produce 
uniquely tailored, education-specific print 
and software solutions that help districts 
reduce costs, spend less time on paperwork and 
more time helping students. Our education solutions 
were designed to bring paper and digital information 
together and streamline processes, regardless of source. 
Our education solutions resolve print management inefficiencies, 
address security breaches and threats, and enhance the schools’ 
operational and process automation functions to tackle unique 
information challenges. By managing the devices, documents and 
content, our solutions together with those delivered by our software 
partners, provide decision makers with critical information needed 
to ensure success of accountable and transparent organization.

Insurance
Lexmark combines industry insight 

with ownership of leading technologies 
and a global presence to help insurance 

organizations dramatically improve the 
customer experience and greatly reduce operating 

costs, thus driving increased competitiveness, growth 
and profitability. We accomplish this by providing an 

essential link that connects customers to insurance processes, 
making information available exactly when and where it’s needed.

Federal Government
Lexmark print, secure and manage solutions help federal 
government agencies streamline service delivery, comply with 
mandates and enable effective mission execution by minimizing 
the complexities and costs of managing information. Our federal 
government solutions were designed to bring paper and digital 
information together and streamline processes, regardless 
of source. By managing the entire lifecycle of devices, 
documents and content, our solutions together 
with those delivered by our software partners 
provide decision makers with critical 
information needed to ensure success 
of accountable and transparent 
federal government.

State and Local Government
Lexmark content, process and output management 
solutions help state and local government agencies 
streamline service delivery, comply with mandates, and enable 
effective mission execution by minimizing the complexities and costs 
of managing information. Our state  and local government solutions 

resolve print management inefficiencies, address security 
breaches and threats, and enhance business process 

automation to tackle your unique information 
challenges. By managing the entire lifecycle of 

devices, documents and content, our solutions, 
together with those delivered by our software 

partners, provide decision makers with critical 
information needed to ensure success of 
accountable and transparent state and 
local government.

Healthcare
Lexmark helps healthcare providers connect their people, to 
the processes and information they need, when they need it.  
We provide structure to the chaos of unstructured information 
so staff can act with speed and accuracy—from the clinical 
unit to corporate offices and everywhere in between.

 } Over 50,000 devices currently being managed in 
healthcare environments

 } Over one billion pages managed in healthcare 
environments

 } Nearly every major pharmacy in the United States prints 
on a Lexmark device

Retail
Lexmark helps retailers connect their people to the processes 
and information they need, when they need it.  We provide 
structure to the chaos of unstructured information so 
employees can act with speed and accuracy—from retail 
stores to corporate offices and everywhere in between.

 } More than 400 major retailers have made significant 
investments in Lexmark technology

 } Nine of the top ten largest global retailers 
utilize Lexmark imaging solutions

 } Nineteen of the top twenty largest North 
American retailers are Lexmark customers
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Manufacturing
As a manufacturer ourselves, we understand these challenges 
clearly. We help manufacturing companies reduce costs and 
errors by automating manual tasks, increase productivity by 
leveraging our hardware and solutions to streamline business 
processes and offer greater visibility.  We help to improve 
customer satisfaction, which will ultimately increase revenue 
and profits.

} Eight of the top ten global manufacturers are
Lexmark customers

} About four billion pages under contract

} 25 years serving the manufacturing and 
distribution industry

} More than 150 insurance companies use Lexmark products
and services

} In the Insurance industry, Lexmark manages nearly 800 million
pages annually




